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White nylon deck fills with 
printed colour cap, retaining 
chain, “O” ring and integral 
pop-up key for easy opening.  
Suits either 38mm or 50mm 
hose.  Fuel has RED cap, 
Water has BLUE cap

RWB5110 Fuel 38mm
RWB5112 Water 38mm 
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RWB5116 Fuel 50mm
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Deck  Fillers  -  White

Superb quality deck fillers 
made from bright anodised
LM5 Aluminium alloy, 
which is non-corrosive,
beautifully finished and 
will last a lifetime. 
Matches with our full range 
of British made aluminium 
deck hardware shown 
earlier in this section.

Available in 3 different name markings and supplied 
complete with a rubber "O" ring seal in the cap.
Suits 38mm (1 1/2" hose).
RWB126 Marked "Waste"
RWB129 Marked "Water"
RWB130 Marked "Fuel"
SP261 Spare cap with "O" ring

Aluminium  Deck  Fillers

These low profile black nylon deck fillers 
feature a quick, easy opening cap with "O" ring 
seal and a stainless steel cap retainer chain. 
No tools required for opening - simply turn by 
hand. Universal type - supplied with 6 pair of 
silver metallic stick-on name plates - fuel, petrol, 
gas, diesel, water and waste - so one type suits 
six applications. 

RWB2824 Suits 38mm (1 1/2") hose
RWB2837 Suits 50mm (2") hose

Universal type black nylon deck 
fillers with pop-up key for easy 
use.  Supplied with 4 different 
coloured keys - red for fuel, blue 
for water, green for diesel, black 
for waste. 
A complete set of 6 metalic 
labels (Stick-on/screw-on) is also 
included - diesel, fuel, gas, petrol, 
water and waste.
Supplied complete with "O" ring 
lid seal and stainless steel cap 
retainer chain. 

RWB2825 Suits 38mm hose

Nylon  Deck  Fills  -  Easy  Open Nylon  Deck  Fill  -  Colour  Code

4 - Deck  Hardware  -  Deck  Fillers

High quality heavy duty cast 316 grade stainless deck fillers to suit
38mm (1 1/2") or 50mm (2") hose.  Supplied complete with stainless
steel retaining chain, "O" ring seal and opening key.  The name plate
is cast into the filler in large print in four different types.

Suits 38mm (1 1/2") hose Suits 50mm (2") hose
Rim Diameter 75mm Rim Diameter 88mm
Length below rim 74mm Length below rim 77mm

RWB1980 "Petrol" RWB1984 "Petrol"
RWB1981 "Diesel" RWB1985 "Diesel"
RWB1982 "Water" RWB1986 "Water"
RWB1983 "Waste"
RWB1983 waste deck fill has a rim diameter of 88mm and internal 1 1/2" BSP thread inside cap for 
connection of pumpout camlock adaptors.

SP325 Spare key
 suits both
 38 & 50mm
 deck fillers.

Deck  Fillers  -  Heavy  Duty  Cast  316  Stainless


